very computationally efficient. Furthermore, the LDA learntion,..... rahe tha thi vetrie vesion. Th muliliea ers are modified through regularization for protection against PCAn (MPCA) talgothmir poroed vsions. aimsltotinea overfitting on the gallery set. Promising experimental results .. (MPCA) . . . a multilinear projection that projects the original tensor obobtained on the Gait Challenge data sets indicate that the pro-jects into a lower-dimensional tensor subspace while preservposed algorithm is an efficient and effective solution con-ing the variation in the original data. A number of discrimsistently enhancing the gait recognition results on the seven inative features in the projected tensor space have been used probe sets by MPCA+LDA. for gait recognition and good results have been achieved. contains the set of gait samples with known identities and it The block diagram of the proposed method for gait recogniis used as the training set. The probe set is the testing set with tion is shown in Figure 1 . Input tensorial gait samples are gait samples of unknown identities to be identified through projected on a number of discriminative EigenTensorGaits matching against the gallery set.
(ETGs) to obtain gait feature vectors I and these vectors are
The M gallery gait samples {Xi,...XM, eEI2X 12 X X IN} fed into the LDA-based booster for learning and classifica-are used as the input to MPCA. The objective of MPCA is tion. In this section, after the introduction of the notations, to find a multilinear transformation { u(n) C Rln XPn: n = the MPCA-based feature extraction from tensorial gait data 1, ..., N } mapping from the original gait tensor space is briefly reviewed and then the adopted LDA-based boosting RI1 (0 RI12 (0 R IN into a tensor subspace RPI RP2 (m, c) where m is the index of a training sample and c is an incorrect label assoThe boosting scheme in the proposed approach is summaciated with the sample m. Let B be the set of all mislabels: rized in Fig. 2 
2. Using feature vectors of dimension Hy instead of the where cmt = arg maxc ht (Yi, c) and the diagonal of At is original data as the booster input is computationally adset to zeros. This version of PCDD results in more indepenvantageous. Since boosting is an iterative algorithm, dence and diversity between learners, which tends to achieve the computational cost is about T times of that of a sin-a low generalization error. gle learner with the same input, both in training and In building the LDA learner, the approach in [ll] is adopted testing. By making the booster to work on lower diwith several modifications. Firstly, only R samples per class mensional features extracted by MPCA, the booster beare used as the input to the LDA learner in order to get weaker comes very efficient since it only needs to deal with but more diverse LDA learners. The first R samples are taken low-dimensional vectors. For instance, the dimension for the first boosting step and the hardest R (with the largest of the input vectors to the booster is 180 in this paper, d(m)) samples are selected for subsequent steps. Let {ys, s = which is much smaller than the dimension 17154 for 1, , S} denote the selected samples, where S = R x C. face data in [11] and the original gait data dimension Next, for the between-class scatter matrix SB, the pairwise 225280, therefore, the computational cost is reduced between-class scatter in [12] is used instead of that used in significantly.
[11] in this paper for its simplicity and easy computation:
C-1 C As in [11] , the boosting algorithm in Fig. 2 In this section, the proposed solution of boosting LDA on 4. Set /3t = t/(I -Et). Challenge" data sets version 1. Fig. 3 . There are 731 gait samples in the Gallery set and each subject has an average of roughly 10 samples available. MPCA is applied to Fig. 2 . The pseudo-code implementation of the LDA-based get the gait feature vectors {ym} for the input to the booster.
booster.
As in [11] , the output dimension HZ of the LDA learner is fixed at 35, which is not optimized, and the maximum number of iterations is set to T = 60. The correct classification where r1 is a regularization parameter to increase the esti-rt (CR is usdfrrcgiinpefrac.vlain mated within-class scatter and lHY is an identity matrix of ' l size HY x HY. The regularization term is added because in it the gait recognition problem, the actual within-class scatter of gait sequences captured under various conditions is expected t to be greater than the within-class scatter that can be estimated from the gallery set, which is captured under a single condi- Fig. 3 . Two gait silhouette samples (unfolded) .
tion. With these definitions, the projection V is then to be solved to maximize the ratio of the between-class scatter to
The best performing set of parameters for the B-LDAthe within-class scatter. The solution is the others. None of these parameters is optimized. The fixed denotes the average CCRs of the seven probe sets. The CCRs set of parameters is chosen to be the best set above: R = 3, for individual gait samples and gait sequences 3 are denoted Hy = 180 and r= 10-2. In the following, only the results by 'Ind' and 'Seq', respectively. The CCRs obtained from the 'PrbSeqBst' will be shown. single learner in each step is denoted as 'Sgl' and the CCRs
The minimum number of samples in a class is 7 for the obtained from the aggregated learners is denoted by 'Bst'. gallery set. Therefore, we tested R ranging from 2 to 6 and For instance, 'PrbSeqBst' is the average CCR of all probe the results are shown in Fig. 5(a) . Similar results as in [11] sequences obtained from the combined learners. From the have been observed here. It shows that the learner cannot be figure, the effectiveness of the boosting scheme is observed.
too weak or too strong for the booster to have a positive effect. The CCRs for the probe samples (sequences) produced by the This work introduces an additional control of learner weaksingle learners are around 20% (below 40%), while the CCRs ness by Hy and its effects are shown in Fig. 5(b) . As menby the boosted learners is around 40% (near 60%), which is a tioned above, the optimal Hy for a single LDA learner is boost of about 20% in the CCR.
200, while the figure shows that the weakened learners with Table 1 [2] and the best results from the MPCA+LDA algorithm [7] 5(c). This figure shows that an appropriate regularization pawith Hy = 200, obtained using the same NMC and angle dis-rameter r1 does result in better generalization. This study contance measure, are included in the table for comparison. The firms our belief that gait recognizer can benefit from making best results for each row are highlighted by boldface font in use of the fact that the within-class scatter of gait patterns unthe table. While both the MPCA+LDA and B-LDA-MPCA der various capturing conditions is greater than that under the algorithms outperform the baseline algorithm significantly, same capturing condition. It is a promising working direction the B-LDA-MPCA has improved over the MPCA+LDA conto train the same booster with different r1 for recognition in a sistently on each probe set, with the smallest improvement different capturing condition, with the value r1 optimized for of 1% on probe A (from 99% to 100%) and the greatest im-that particular condition. provement of 5% on probes E and F. The improvement in average CCR is 4%. The consistent improvement shown over 4. CONCLUSIONS both easy probes (A, B, C) and difficult probes (D, E, F, G) 4 clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed solu-This paper proposes a gait recognition solution through the tion.
MPCA [7] and the ensemble-based discriminant learning [11] . The MPCA in [7] is used to extract features from tensorial gait 3The hypothesis for a sequence is obtained as the average of the hypothedaaadasbe fteetatdfaue r e noaLA ses for its samples. 4The probes D, E, F, G are captured on a different surface from the gallery style booster. This scheme gives another way of learner weakand they are considered to be more challenging sets for the recognition task.
ness control in addition to computational efficiency. Multilinear principal component analysis of tensor objects," IEEE Trans. Neural Networks, vol. 18, no. 6, Nov. 2007 , to 0.5 be published. 
